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Abstract
Elevated levels of CA19.9 is usually associated with malignancies of the hepatobiliary and the pancreatic system. It not only helps to diagnose the malignancy, but also very high levels can indicate advanced or metastatic diseases [1].

However in rare instances elevated CA19.9 has been found in patients with adnexal masses. This is not only uncommon but also confounding, while trying to ascertain the nature of the ovarian mass and to determine the optimal surgical management in young and premenopausal patients.

We would like to report three such cases who had presented with ovarian mass and very high levels of CA 19.9 which led us to diagnostic dilemma and much confusion.

Introduction
When young patient presents with a larger adnexal mass, there can be dilemma regarding whether the mass is benign or malignant. It becomes important to determine the extent of surgery and many a times fertility preservation is of upmost importance specially in young patient.

Usually younger patient with an adnexal mass undergoes test for germ cell markers: Serum AFP, βHCG, and LDH. But we find many authors also get serum CA 125 and CA19.9 done as routine.

Unusually high serum CA19.9 in such a patient is a diagnostic challenge. There are instances where elevated CA 19.9 has been associated with teratoma of ovary or cystadenoma of ovary in limited literature.

We had three such patients who had similar clinical picture but different final histopathology report.

Case I
25-year-old unmarried girl presented with pain in the lower abdomen for 2 weeks. She had no menstrual irregularities. Ultrasound report showed bulky left ovary with a cystic lesion of size 10x8 cm and moderate free fluid in the pelvis. MRI pelvis showed a complex cystic lesion of left ovary with solid component along left lateral margin. Right ovary was seen separately and found normal. For a complex cyst usually, all related tumor markers are advised. In this girl Serum CA125 was 1999U/ml(highly elevated), serum CA19.9 > 1200U/ml (Highly elevated), Serum βHCG< 1.2(normal), Serum AFP 3.99 (normal), Serum LDH 387 (normal). The Serum CA19.9 was so elevated that it was not understood as hepatobiliary system was normal and
resulted in confusion regarding the nature of the cyst. She was planned for fertility preserving staging laparotomy and intraoperative frozen section. Exploratory laparotomy was done. Large well circumscribed lesion was arising from and replacing the entire left ovary. Left salpingo-oophorectomy was done and frozen section showed negative for malignancy likely adenofibroma. The final histopathology report confirmed adenofibroma.

Case II

23 year old unmarried lady presented with sudden onset pain in the lower abdomen for which she was investigated at a private centre and referred to us. She had regular menstrual history. Ultrasound showed a 7.5 x 6.3 cm right adnexal mass. CECT abdomen showed 8 x 6 cm multi septate loculated thick walled complex pelvic cystic lesion. It also showed mild ascites and omental fat stranding. Serum CA 125 932U/ml (highly elevated), Serum CA 19.9-2109.20 U/ml (highly elevated), serumh Cg<1.2 (normal), serum AFP 1.29ng/ml (normal) and serum LDH 175U/l (normal). This case almost mirrored the previous case and they had presented almost simultaneously. She was planned for exploratory laparotomy and frozen section. Intraoperatively dense adhesions were present between the sigmoid colon, rectum, omentum and the uterine wall. Left ovarian chocolate cyst was present. Left ovarian cystectomy was done. Final histopathology report showed endometriotic cyst.

Case III

21 year old unmarried lady presented gradual onset pain in the abdomen associated with lower abdominal swelling. She had normal menstrual history. She was referred from a private centre where she was primarily investigated. USG showed a large cystic lesion which occupied the entire pelvis, bilateral paracolic gutters going up to the epigastrium. Organ of origin could not be ascertained but right ovary was not separately seen. CECT showed a 30 x 25 cm cystic lesion with no soft tissue component. Organ of origin was indefinite and differential diagnoses were pancreatic cyst, mesenteric cyst or ovarian cyst. Serum CEA was 3.53 (normal), Serum CA125 45.93 (slightly elevated) and CA19.9 was 1138.25 (highly elevated). She was planned for exploratory laparotomy and fertility preserving procedure. Intraoperatively, 25 x 25 cm large cystic mass was seen arising from the right ovary. Right salphingo oophorectomy was done. Frozen section showed no malignancy. Final histopathology report showed mucinous cystadenoma.

All the three patients had normalization of the elevated serum CA 19.9 within 6 months of surgery. 16.2 Units/ml, 3.97 Units/ml and 19.3 Units/ml respectively.

Discussion

CA-19-9 antigen was first reported by Koprowski et al. in 1981. It is a sialylated Lewis A antigen, which is associated with mucins in gastrointestinal adenocarcinomas [1].

Cho and Kyung concluded that CA-19-9 was much more elevated in mucinous borderline and malignant tumours than in benign tumours [2]. In contrast, other studies have suggested that levels of CA-19-9 are not correlated with histological subtype (i.e., benign, borderline, and malignant) or tumour stage.

Elevation of CA-19-9 was also reported in some cases of mature cystic teratoma [3]. There have been multiple case reports where elevation CA19.9 is associated with torsion of benign ovarian cysts. The primary histology of these cysts has been teratoma [2], adenofibroma [3] and mucinous cyst adenoma [5]. However in our series there was no torsion in any of these patients and no history of acute pain.

There are certain reports that have associated elevated adenofibroma with elevated serum CA19.9 and some are associated with torsion.
There have been a lot of reports for elevated CA 19.9 in benign ovarian cyst. However Kelly et al showed that preoperative CA 19.9 levels cannot predict whether a suspected ovarian mucinous tumour is benign, borderline or malignant. Markedly elevated CA 19.9 levels (>1000 U/ml) may be found in benign mucinous neoplasms as well as in borderline and malignant tumours [6].

In general serum CA19.9 can be elevated slightly in endometriosis and many reports are seen, however the very high levels (>1000) as seen in the second case has been rarely reported [7].

As far as CA 125(normal range-0-35U/ml) is concerned, in first two cases it was significantly elevated. Apart from ovarian, fallopian, endometrial and primary peritoneal cancers CA 125 may increase in many benign diseases like endometriosis, pelvic inflammatory disease, ovarian cyst etc. But highly elevated serum CA 125 leads to confusion rather than conclusion like two cases in our centre.

Conclusion

CA19.9 is not a good marker for malignancy in case of adnexal mass in a premenopausal patient. Its elevation neither predicts malignancy nor indicates any particular histology. It however does add to the diagnostic dilemma of the clinician and patient’s distress though in hepatobiliary malignancies its higher elevation indicates poor prognosis.

Thereby CA 19.9 should not be tested as routine along with CA 125 or germ cell tumor markers specially in younger patient with adnexal mass. Significantly elevated CA 125 along with CA 19.9 in benign cases lead to confusion rather than conclusion.
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